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Closure

Elby Rogers

Valdemar’s Corpse is the only nearly complete
story of Delaware’s literary legacy. It’s not a
secret anymore. What we are today stems
from what they said about us yesterday.

Self Indulgence and Literary History
Like last summer’s Dreamstreets #58, I’ve abused my privilege as an editor of this
publication to dominate the content. Unlike last summer’s issue, I am not the only one to
fill the pages.
Last summer’s Dreamstreets #58 presented the history of music from Wilmington
and vicinity musicians, performers, and composers covering a greater portion of the 20th
century. In this current issue I write about various aspects of our local literary history,
much of which are new discoveries while musing over whether this additional material
might constitute a fourth edition of Valdemar’s Corpse, my book on Delaware’s literary
legacy, and whether such an edition might ever see the light of publication. Other
matters in this edition of Dreamstreets on the subject of local literary history may be
startling, may act as a reminder, will act as commentary, and provide subject matter for
an example of historical fiction.
New in this issue of Dreamstreets is the inclusion of embedded audio, all of which
provides examples of our local literary history, beginning with a recording of a greater
portion of the very first 2nd Saturday Poetry Reading from October 15, 1983 at the former
O’Friel’s Irish Pub in Wilmington. Copy and paste it into your browser if it does not
open: http://www.brokenturtlebooks.com/1st%202nd%20Saturday%20Reading.mp3.
Another example of a 2nd Saturday Poetry Reading features local poet Douglas
Morea from November 14, 1994. Copy and paste it into your browser if it does not open:
http://www.brokenturtlebooks.com/2nd Sat Reading November-Morea.mp3.
Currently the 2nd Saturday Poetry Reading continues at the Jackson Inn in
Wilmington.
A third embedded audio example that accompanies one of my own entries will
be self-explanatory.
If you happen to have procured a rare printed issue of Dreamstreets #61, you’ll
merely need to enter the imbedded URL into your computer Internet browser.
As for the others included in the current issue: our cover art comes from local
artist Elby Rogers. It’s the second time for him. His work first appeared on the cover of
Dreamstreets #54. We welcome the return of two accomplished local poets Jeffrey Little
and Nina Bennett, as well as a new poem from Dreamstreets co-editor Franetta
McMillian. Also in this issue are new works from Auset Marian Lewis, and Joseph
Massey. And before we forget, our Retopia project will resume in our next issue. We
begin the content of the current issue with local poet Ann Christine Tabaka, her first
appearance in Dreamstreets.
And yes, we do accept literary submission. Our guidelines are published in
Dreamstreets #59 and Dreamstreets #60. They can also be found by clicking onto:
http://www.dreamstreetsarchive.com/submissions.html

–– Steven Leech
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Ann Christine Tabaka
Wonderland
I sing a song beyond the sea
where feathers float on dreams
and cactus flowers bloom.
Where lazy afternoon hours
sneak glimpses at sunset.
Where time has no meaning
for it counts itself in breaths,
and clouds of many colors
drift just out of reach.
Where laughter fills the morning light
reflected off the dew,
and nighttime touches dusk,
to soothe a weary soul.
I walk among wishes
held deep within a sigh.
Where ferns cast lacy shadows
upon sparkling rippled lakes,
and enchantment rules the dawn.
I sing a song beyond the sea.
My song is heard and answered,
carried on an eagle’s cry.
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Running Backwards in Time
I am old
then I am young,
then I am old again.
My mind deceives me.
Inside I do not feel my age,
yet, my body will not lie.
So many years to count.
They add up so fast,
or do they multiply?
One wish of eternal youth,
a ghost that will not be captured,
haunts us throughout our lives.
We set our sights on wisdom,
and forget the vanity of tender years,
as we toil for redemption.
But in the end, I tire.
The work, it is too hard,
always running …
running backwards in time.
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When Zola Danced
Auset Marian Lewis
When Zola danced, the sky opened and clouds flew past the old sycamore tree next to
Morty Nathan’s Crab Shack at the bottom of Crenshaw Hill. Damien, the town crazy,
left his corner at Dunhill and Pine, and retired his sign: “Walk or Don’t Walk, it’s up to
you.” Dust kicked up and ancient ghosts awoke to the meanness of unintentional,
careless lives; lives littering the day; lives languishing on a silver thread of loneliness.
When Zola entered a room, greed shrank, shriveled like a slug. The spine of the
air stiffened, ignorance fled and compromise took a seat. Predators checked their closets
for the chants of children naming the unspeakables. Too-thin mothers clutched their
laughter, cocktail glasses, or broken ribs. Men heard the voices of women, amputated
from a God voted out in favor of a credit card and a cage. But the cage rattled, and Zola
heard.
The people were distracted with work, fear, exercising, illness, heartbreak,
competition, and lusting for unlife. Meanwhile, the greedy gargoyles of Machiavellian
intention, heady with power, dared to play chess on the Mother’s map.
And no matter how many erect, dusty soldiers in the closets of troubled children,
no matter how many generals puffed up, no matter how many wars waged, no matter
how much starch ironed in the uniform of patriotism, no matter how big the bottom line
or large the merger, no matter how rugged the individual or pliant the wife...
Most everybody knew.
Even the misinformed philistines without stealth bombers, or history, who were
drunk on newspapers and molded by designer labels...
Everybody knew.
Even the corner grape philosophers and the suburban designer coffee addicts,
even the forest men with flags and semi-automatic weapons, even the children
unblessed, most everybody knew that the greed could not last. Nevertheless, as naked
as the emperor looked, people were afraid to see. However, Zola saw and told them
outright that greed masqueraded as God in a pinstripe suit. The men who pretended to
be gods laughed and were too stupid to be frightened for they truly believed their own
hype.
“Silly emperors,” said Zola. Creating iron phallic gods to murder pain, to numb
the knowing, that something outside the claw of Progress, Nationalism, Patriotism,
Imperialism, Multiculturalism, even the New World Order -- something Beckoned and
there was no way to resist.
Zola laughed at the limpness of greed exposed. “Silly worm,” she thought. She
laughed at the arrogance of liars and taunted them. They could never resist the
Beckoning.
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When Zola danced, The Beckoning dazzled in her smile, in her sway, in her
diamond moment. She stomped dust and summoned the hands of the ancestors to
weave a web around the unseeing. Her love nurtured the unknowing. Her faith
captured the unbelieving, as she danced.
The wings of her beauty beat against the hearts of men who thought that, like the
Magdalene, she was so much entertainment. That saw a whore whose red lips were an
invitation, instead of a warning. They came and went -- the judges, the businessmen, the
workers in blue, the bankers in black, and she fanned her wings about them, smelling of
palm oil and decency. Her prayers and incantations mingled with the ancestral ghosts
who took her with them in her dreams.
Each night when men came to lay with her, she led them all the way to the seam
of the world, parted it, and tempted those who were warriors to dive in. No one who
came to see Zola was a warrior, but they all wanted to dive. And so they did . . . and fell
into the night.
But each time Zola danced, she flew to the parting. The line that separated this
place from that. And when she dove, she did not need wings. A pearl light lifted and
surrounded her and a violet flame lit in her heart. In the morning, there were no
rumpled socks or drunken confessions left cluttering her room. No tale of wifely woe, no
government secrets, love offerings, gilded promises pressed the morning air. No. There
was only Zola and her dance.
Then one night there came a man quietly entering into her dance. She readied
her net, wound it just so, pranced, swayed and prayed away her pain, her longing, her
knowing too much. She stomped her feet and felt the earth giggle and heard the molten
core sing. Rocking from side to side, she kissed the sky with her round, ready lips and
the man with the contented eye came closer.
But when he walked, he brought a tremble that disturbed the ground below. The
silver ghosts of Zola’s past scattered like naughty children. She reeled and spun at a
dizzying pace to make the man go away. But the spinning only ensnared her and
brought her into his dream. He took her to his place and told her all that she ever
wanted to know and more than she could think to ask. She did not know how she got
there, and she did not know how to go away.
In the night his cotton shirt violet-rumpled and her red mouth became lush with
truth that she never intended to tell. When he saw the wetness raining in her face, he
brushed away her Knowing and gave it back to her again. Together they melted into an
ecstasy that took them to the edge of time, to the seam of the World. But this time she
did not cross over, nor did he dive in. Together they settled on this side of Paradise,
right next door to Morty Nathan’s Crab Shack at the bottom of Crenshaw Hill, just this
side of the sycamore tree.
Stirred by their gladness, the greedy world painted itself around them as they looked
upon the pregnant horizon of a warrior sun, born anew each day, when Zola danced.
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Jeffrey Little
Avery Merkin and the Smock of Destruction
Given: the octopus. Avery Merkin sat at his desk smiling
like a jar of kimchi. Somewhere, somebody was chanting
about Rhode Island. Cephalopod. Cellophane. Cesspool.
Centurion. You couldn’t plot a cleaner line with a sneer.
The code was as fickle as a rubber cop just out of traction.
Avery marveled over the audacity of fermented cabbage,
the gloriously wild brilliance of it all. A jellyfish we could
begin to understand. Rhode Island, the Tourniquet State.
The method will shelter itself. By bending. And molting.
Not for nothing did the mechanical horsehead shoot bolt
upright in bed. The numbers were getting smaller. Bells,
belling. I was handed a smock, then made to wait in line.

Nina Bennett
Sax on the Square
A lone note lingers in the midday air,
lures me to Jackson Square. I rest
my sweat-slick back against the wrought iron fence
near St. Louis Cathedral. The spire sucks the note
upward, draws it toward heaven,
where it mingles with cigarette smoke
and prayers, drifts to Decatur Street.
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Poe Dreams Beyond the Veil
Steven Leech
I have a theory about dreams. Most notions already existing about them concur with my
theory including that dreams are the brain’s need to reset after being cluttered with
waking’s detritus, and thus dissolve into waking after sleep. Dreams can also provide
clues concerning one’s health, both physical and mental, as well as to tell us about
unresolved issues. These are the ones we carry into consciousness and may recur until
resolution. I also accept the notion that dreams have psychic dimensions among which
are that those especially vivid could presage an important event.
My theory is that dreams can exceed the boundaries of time, and especially lucid
dreams, one might say ironically, may be remembered and easily recalled for days and
even weeks afterward. These dreams, by definition, can also exceed the time frame of
our lives. In this imaginal realm of dreaming there is no time manifested by the
progression of events, or the process of aging, or the various cycles in nature or physics.
It is only the perception of time that fills the void ineffably permeating the entire
cosmos. It is here that is found the repository of all dreams containing all we know or
don’t know in that vast meadow anchored and tethered by the stars.
By example, suppose one had a particularly cloying dream about being in a
familiar building: the house where one grew up, or a place of business or employment.
However, that house was decayed and marked for demolition, or the store was empty
and abandoned, or things had been rearranged in that place of employment. Might not
these dreams have placed one in these locations at different times, and under different
circumstances? Could not our spiritual being be transported over a period of time to
view this or that site? Usually in these circumstances those places thus described may be
devoid of people, or at least be populated by unrecognizable people. What, if in these
kinds of dreams, a person saw you? Who would they be seeing? Thus being a spirit
body emanating from a dream state, might that person believe they had seen a ghost? Or
to state if differently, might not a haunting be the result of someone dreaming from
some other place and from some other time?
Once, after thinking about his old friend Armistead Gordon the better part of the
day, Edgar Allan Poe went to bed in the house in Philadelphia where he lived in March
of 1842 while employed as Editor for Graham’s Magazine. In a dream he found himself in
the upstairs room of the house where he and his wife, Virginia Clemm, had slept in
Baltimore. However, all the furnishings were gone and the room was bare except for
several rows thin metal chairs facing the windows that looked out onto the street below.
Some of the chairs were occupied by people, yet most were empty. Being in the back of
the room, Poe could only see the backs of their heads. A single man, dressed in strange
and flimsy clothes, was reading to them from a podium, his back to the windows. It
wasn’t long before Poe realized the man was reading a poem about him. At first Poe was
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a little frightened because the poem referred to him as being dead, but soon realized its
jocular nature, and references to themes from “The Tell-Tale Heart,” “The Murders in
the Rue Morgue,” “A Descent into the Maelström,” “The Cask of Amontillado,” and
others as indicators of Poe’s personal attributes. He chuckled at the reader’s insights. As
soon as he chuckled, he awoke in the dark startled from the dream. His wife, Virginia,
lying beside him was restless and not feeling well.
When I read my poem, “Poe Speaks from the Grave” I heard the chuckle from
the back of the room. Being accustomed to audience reaction while reading my work in
public, I didn’t pause or look up. While reading my own words, in the recesses of my
mind, I assumed the chuckle came from Sam B––, who had a deep sonorous voice. When
the reading was finished I realized that Sam was sitting in a different location than from
where the chuckle came.
That was the first time I had read my poem, “Poe Speaks from the Grave” in
public at Poe’s former residence at 203 North Amity Street in Baltimore. The next time I
read the poem in public was on October 24, 2008 at the Brew HaHa in Newark,
Delaware. It is a location that is across Main Street from where, on December 23, 1845,
Poe had given a lecture at the then Delaware College, the consequence of which had
bonded the Poe legend with Newark.
Had Poe dreamt, the night before or the night after that December visit to
Newark in 1845, of that the same reader reading that same poem, the sound of which
had somehow mysteriously filled that
large room? It was a mystery Poe
irresistibly had to solve.
When the reader came to the lines,
“ Long ago has dried up all my gore . . . ,”
Poe filled the dream with his spirit body
to search every nook and cranny, and in
doing so inflated the sound in the room
like air being blown into an expanding
balloon. From a recording of the actual
event you can hear for yourself the
moment this happened.
Poe awoke in the dark on
Christmas morning of 1845 with a start.
Virginia was extremely restless and barely
awake. She was very pale and in a cold
sweat.
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David Hudson
The late David Hudson was Delaware Poet Laureate twice, from 1956 to 1960 and from
1975 to 1978. He was the surviving participant of the literary generation that preceded
the one that brings you Dreamstreets. He was very controversial, even hated. More
about him can be found in Valdemar’s Corpse. This first, the first of four poems to be
published in Dreamstreets, was originally published in April 1939 in POETRY: A
Magazine of Verse, Volume LIV #1.
–– Steven Leech

THE INHERITORS
Our flesh is eggshell
And our minds are whey;
Disturb us not who sleep by day,
Making of dreaming nights your hell.
Our speech is brutal
As our ways are bland;
We come with axes in gloved hands,
Smash your eggcups: you are futile.
Our name is crystal,
We are blown by War
And we grow slick upon the poor.
We are eggshell –– use no pistol.

THEORY IN EFFECT
The base of sound is thought
that takes the given word,
as the base of moving
is flight, for a bird;
and the more simple the statement
the more certain the reaction,
for such is the theory
of natural attraction:
Give voice, then, the feather
to put in your hat;
keep your mind independent,
quick as a cat.
–– A GIVEN MEASURE, 1948
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PARALLEL
He who would make of learning
the letter of his desire
has much to do with metal
and much to do with fire.
The ear with its uncommon art
will take the sense from mind to heart.
The tongue then in its special way
will be the lip-servant, as they say ––
but it takes all of man to make
the letter clear, as with a shake
the windfall apple no doubt said
when it dropped on Newton’s head.
–– A GIVEN MEASURE, 1948

AN END OF SONG
There comes not song again
When love has passed,
Nor any sound of music
That will last.
For when the lips have closed
On further breath
And unto sight the cryptic
Seal of death
Is placed, and in the hands
The tendons set,
There is no time remembering
To forget.
–– DELAWARE POETS, 1976
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Joseph Massey
Other Surfaces
Snow plows vibrate the walls
and the water in a vase shakes:
flowers that fail
to fool my room away from winter
sit on a speaker blaring news:
panic sapped into fatigue.
I follow the day
through windows, shadows
barring the floor; I track the season
by what’s stuck in sewer grates.
Today they’re under half a foot of snow.
I’m walking in it, hungover, hovering
over a notebook to chisel a phrase.
Sky’s gray grain gathering white.
White enclosing white.
A clean and marginless page.
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Portal
Second day
of spring
and winter stilts
the signal: snow
in truncated gusts
performs its math
over what
the window
frames. Lines
between lawn
and sidewalk
fade; hedges
heavy, dusted,
heave into
wind, white
and whiter now,
a peripheral
blur, as I turn
in my chair
between stacks
of unread books.
Basement apartment—
grass stubble
claws at glass,

pockets
of darkness
other weather
won’t reach.
Insect-pocked
soil, fast food
trash scattered
by a raccoon,
the vibration
of a passing
plow. Almost
underground,
time uncoils
without shadow’s
measure, and
I leave
my clock
unplugged.
I live to see
particulars decay
and to graph them
with breath
and the sound
I send
through breath.
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No Omen
Memory’s a husk
hung to dry
in sunbeams
latticed over
a snowbank.
Crushed Coke
can lodged
at the peak.
A shadow that
would claim me
rocks on its heels
by a pile of slush.
But the weather
is heavier
than superstition,
and I am unburdened.
I is a husk,
a witness,
mere consciousness
navigating the edge
of the cusp
of spring.
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Untitled, 1965
after Robert Ryman, in memory
You were already gone
in monochrome scaffolds
where time is texture
and vision apprehends vision
in the flash before form finds a name.
Here there’s no room for a self to sift through.
These minute strips of white—
glacial in the right light and mind—
dislodge from the cling of language.
At the frame’s edge thought stops
on a gray splotch: an imagined origin.
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Will there be a 4th edition of . . .

Valdemar’s Corpse
. . . and does it really matter?

A number of currents coming together constituted the beginnings of what
became Valdemar’s Corpse. One was my association with the late Jerry Shields and
our mutual interest in past Delaware literature in close proximity to discovering
the works of Delaware’s earliest literary artist, John Lofland. Another was my
acquaintance with Pauline Young, the niece of Alice Dunbar-Nelson, during my
days working in Wilmington’s Black press. Most significantly had been my
plowing through around 16,000 pages of the Works Progress Administration’s
Delaware Writers’ Project papers archived at the University of Delaware’s Morris
Library searching for the writings from my father’s employment with the Project
in the late 1930s. It was there that I learned about many of Delaware’s past
literary figures relegated to a nearly forgotten past. I began to search for these
literary artists’ published work, nearly all of them out of print, difficult to locate,
and with aspersions cast by academia. Copies of works from some are extremely
rare in spite of all published by reputable publishers. The culmination of my
researches led to writing Valdemar’s Corpse.
I published the first edition of Valdemar’s Corpse in 2005. However, I
continued to discover works from and related to Delaware’s literary past leading
to a second edition in 2015, and a third edition in 2017. All editions have been
self-published. In spite of successive editions accommodating new discoveries
pertaining to Delaware’s literary past, I refuse to self-publish any more editions.
The University of Delaware Press has twice refused to publish Valdemar’s Corpse.
Local publishers Oak Knoll Press and Shiffer Publishing from nearby Atglen,
Pennsylvania had also refuse to publish my book. The presses at the University
of Pennsylvania, Temple University, Rutgers, and Columbia University have also
rejected the fourth edition manuscript, though some had kind words regarding
my work. Only The Broadkill Press from Milton, Delaware accepted the third
edition for publication, but because the publisher incurred a serious illness the
project was scrapped even after galleys were prepared.
Prospects look bleak that a fourth edition will see publication. For that
reason I’m using my privilege as an editor of Dreamstreets to publish two
additional chapters that would have constituted the fourth edition of Valdemar’s
Corpse beginning with the table of contents. Those two added chapters are in
bold italics.

–– Steven Leech
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The Bleak Romances of Fadette: Marian C. L. Reeves,
Delaware Most Prolific and Obscure 19th Century Novelist
Fadette’s actual name was Marian Calhoun Legare Reeves. She was the great
granddaughter of George Read, one of Delaware’s signers of the Declaration of
Independence as well as one of the few who were also among the framers of the
United States Constitution. There is differing information about where she was
born. Most sources cite Charleston, South Carolina, but West Point, New York,
and New Castle, Delaware are also cited. Her birth date is more certain: March 9,
1841, to Anne Dorsey Read, the daughter of George Read III, and Isaac Stockton
Reeves, a West Point 1838 graduate, who died on February 22, 1851.
While spending much of her adult life in Delaware, Reeves was evidently
well educated and well travelled as suggested by her first novel, Ingemisco,
published in 1867 by Lelock & Company; New York under her nom de plume
“Fadette.” “Ingemisco,” is a term connected to “requiem” and was later used in
Italian opera.
Ingemisco is about the young woman Margaret Ross and her family on a
summer excursion in Switzerland. The Ross family is landowners of notable
substance from Scotland. They socialize with members of European royalty
during their visit, including Count Ernst Ivar Zalkiewski, who realized his
wealth as an adult after growing up as a commoner and becoming Margaret’s
growing romantic interest throughout the novel. The members of the Ross family
and their royal hosts travel throughout Switzerland by horseback visiting sites
and telling stories. In many ways Ingemisco is part travelogue and Reeves’ skill
for descriptive narrative provides vivid description of the landscape.
Early in the novel, Margaret goes exploring alone on horseback and gets
caught in a sudden storm that imperils her life. She is saved by the intervention
of Count Zalkiewski. The two fall into a slow smoldering love, though in an
atmosphere of mutual denial. It is a device Reeves employs, as well, in later
novels to sustain the plotline. Zalkiewski finally confesses his love to Margaret,
but is initially spurned because she had promised her father she would marry
Harry May, whose family owns a large estate adjacent to the Ross property back
in Scotland. Zalkiewski is crushed, which has the affect of making his love for
Margaret more ardent. She loves the Count as well, but her promise to her father
must be kept.
Two events take place almost simultaneously. The Count wins her over
when she finally realizes she loves him irresistibly, and then her father dies
suddenly. In a moment of weakness, when she is most vulnerable, she gives into
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the Count’s marriage proposal. Because she has betrayed her oath to her late
father, in a crisis of emotional conflict, her love turns to hate. She becomes
acquiescent to married life yet sullen. The Count becomes forlorn and helpless.
During a trip to Munich for Oktoberfest the Count had arranged a visit from
Margaret’s estranged mother and siblings back in Switzerland, and after some
gestures of forgiveness, Zalkiewski’s and Margaret’s love for one another is
rekindled. It is arranged that Margaret’s younger sister Alice will marry Harry
May, thus preserving her father’s wish to merge the two families’ properties back
in Scotland.
Finally cementing the Count’s marriage to Margaret, in the final incident
in the novel, the Count is seriously injured in an accident while out horseback
riding with Margaret. Frantically, through actions taken by Margaret, she saves
his life. Events have gone full circle. They have saved each other’s life, lives they
now owe to one another.
Reeves may have been a Southern sympathizer with regard to the
American Civil War, which broke out just after she turned twenty, and her
second novel reflects as much. Randolph Honor, published in 1868 by Richardson
and Company in New York, is arguably her most important novel. It depicts
historical events and reflects aspects of her personal life. The novel is attributed
to the, “author of Ingemisco.” As an indication of Reeves’ personal stake in the
story, she has named the main character of the novel “Fadette.”
Randolph Honor is not about a person by that name, nor does it have
anything to do with “honor,” except perhaps obliquely. Honor is a term, usually
of Southern usage, given to a notable estate and in this case Randolph Honor is
located near the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay on the western shore of Maryland
near the mouth of the Patuxent River. It is soon after the outbreak of the Civil
War and the formation of the Confederacy.
As a border state, Maryland is a place of mixed sympathies toward the
sides in the conflict. Fadette is a young woman, young enough to be the ward of
a guardian. Other than that we don’t know much more about her other than she
is part of an extended family of Southern sympathizers. In fact her guardian
Lloyd Randolph is wanted by Union authorities. He is soon arrested and put in
prison at Fort McHenry. Fadette, a precocious young woman who possesses a lot
of daring, devises a plan to spring Lloyd from confinement by smuggling in a
Union uniform. However, Lloyd gives the uniform to a fellow inmate for escape
in order that the latter can fulfill a secret mission on behalf of the Confederacy.
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Lloyd is subsequently sent to the Union prison at Fort duPont, which is near
New York City.
Lloyd has a younger brother, Lionel Randolph, who is in love with
Fadette and who sneaks into the Confederate states under the assumed name of
Tom Brown. As tensions begin to build in Maryland, which ultimately leads the
state to join the Union side, Fadette and some remaining members of the
Randolph Honor household make plans to sneak into the South. On the way she
gets mixed up as witness to the capture of the Northern naval vessel St. Nicholas
by the legendary Zanova, also referred to as “the French Lady.” At one point
Fadette holds a suspicious Union soldier at bay with a pistol she keeps hidden in
the folds of her dress. This is only one of many close calls Fadette has throughout
the novel.
Fadette, along with others living at Randolph Honor, finally prevail and
make their way to Charleston, South Carolina. She and her party arrive in the
nick of time for her cousin Amy Rutledge’s marriage to Harold Weir, who must
leave immediately for duty in the Confederate army.
One is reminded by the wedding party, and other grand social gatherings
to follow in Charleston and later at the plantation called Beauregard in Arkansas
where the family sought respite during the Civil War, of lavish affairs described
by another Delaware author of the antebellum period. In Mary Jane Windle’s Life
in Washington, And Life Here And There (J.P. Lippincott & Co. 1859) she describes
in detail social events of Washington’s Southern delegation to suggest how
Northern manners, by comparison, are drab and dull. Windle was an unabashed
Southern sympathizer, much more condescending toward Black subjects and
more vociferous for the Southern cause. By the time Reeves wrote Randolph
Honor the Southern cause was past and lost.
While in Charleston Fadette is introduced to a household of Southern
relatives and others in their entourage in addition to the Rutledges and their
daughter Amy. Included is a woman named Charlie Goodfellow, a Native
American mixed blood woman named Mantoaca, a man named Harry Thorne,
and another named Ruthven Erle. All would play major parts in Reeves’ novel,
especially Ruthven Erle.
Fadette discovers that Ruthven and Amy had had a brief youthful mutual
flirtation, but with Amy’s marriage to Harold Weir that had passed. Ruthven
Erle, a bit full of himself yet accomplished and resourceful, was not a bore.
Ruthven and Fadette’s interaction with one another is characterized by a lot of
verbal sparring, suggesting something simmering under the surface.
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It isn’t long after the events in Charleston that the entire family and
aforementioned entourage move to Beauregard, Ruthven Erle’s newly acquired
plantation in Arkansas.
The locale of an Arkansas plantation mirrors Reeves’ own experience.
George Read II, the Signer’s son, along with great grandson, George Read IV,
bought a cotton plantation of several thousand acres in Chicot County Arkansas,
which bordered Louisiana making George Read’s ancestors large slaveholders.
Reeves’ portrayal of Blacks is not as condescending as Windle’s had been.
Never does she use the term “slave,” or any other pejorative, and refers to the
group as “negroes.” There are house servants, but they are usually treated with a
respect in keeping with Southern gentile manners.
Life at Beauregard in Arkansas resumes with lavish events until the Civil
War catches up with them in the form of a Union raiding party, followed by a
full fledged Union siege during which Mr. Rutledge is killed defending the main
house.
The household is split up in their escape through woods and bayous, and
occasional encounters with Union military units, ending up in Missouri in a war
diminished homestead called Prairie-Combe. The war follows them in the form
of minor skirmishes and narrow escapes. Ruthven Erle comes and goes
throughout events because he is an officer in the Confederate army. Fadette is
imprisoned in a Union prison. Others who had been lost to the hostilities of the
war begin to reappear. Charlie Goodfellow, who had disguised herself as a man
in order to join the Confederate army, reveals herself after surviving a nearby
battle. Another, who in the guise of a deformed hunchback who lived in a cave
near Prairie-Combe and on a few occasions had come to the surreptitious and
sometimes mysteriously motivated aid of Fadette and others, turned out to be
the war ravished survivor Lionel Randolph.
In the vortex of hostilities, Ruthven Erle finally comes clean with Fadette
and confesses his love promising her a bright future in St Louis after the war
because he had moved his “negroes” to Texas where there had been a bumper
crop of cotton. This promise of riches from the source of slave labor would not to
be because the end of the war was near and the Confederacy would lose the war.
Ruthven Erle is wounded at the Battle of Mine Creek in Kansas and after
the Confederacy surrenders the survivors gather in Louisiana. Three of Fadette’s
love interests have survived as well, but one, Lionel Randolph is but a shell of a
man and Harry Thorne, embittered by the outcome, vows to exile himself to
Mexico or maybe Brazil. Ruthven Erle, who had lost an arm, remains. Fadette
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realizes Ruthven needs her, and also realizing her love for him has prevailed,
ends the novel.
Reeves’ mother, Anne Dorsey Read Reeves did have definite pro-Southern
sympathies and her experiences likely paralleled events depicted in Randolph
Honor. During the Civil War she traveled to Virginia and settled in the vicinity of
Lake Chicot near the Mississippi River with her daughter Marian, and other
siblings. Her brother, George Read IV died at Rossmere plantation, Chicot
County, Arkansas and may have been a model for Mr. Rutledge who was killed
defending Beauregard in Reeves’ novel. A hand written dairy by Anne Dorsey
Read Reeves, dated from October 16, 1861 to September 9, 1863 that covers her
life and events during this period is archived at the Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe
Institute, Harvard University.
Reeves wrote a number of novels after Randolph Honor. In 1870 came
Seadrift, published by Claxton, Remson & Haffelfroger; Philadelphia. In 1872,
Wearithorne, Or In the Light of To-day was published by J.B. Lippincott & Co;
Philadelphia. Both novels were attributed to “Fadette.” It was not until 1878 that
Reeves’ next novel was published by Appleton in New York. Co-written with her
aunt, Emily Read, and using her own name of Marian C. L. Reeves, that novel
was Old Martin Boscawen’s Jest. In 1879, the two co-authored A Rosebud Garden of
Girls, which was serialized in volume XCVIII of Goday’s Lady’s Book and Magazine.
Another novel, Pilot Fortune, by Marian C. L. Reeves and Emily Read was
published in 1885 by Houghton, Mifflin and Company in Boston. There is no
indication of Emily Read’s role in the authorship of the novels, but she did write
some books on her own. In an inner leaf of Pilot Fortune, reference is made to a
work entitled Aytoun. No information about this work has been found, however
a good presumption is that it may refer to the 19th century Scottish poet and
author William Edmondstoune Aytoun. There’s also some scant reason to
suspect that Reeves’ role in writing Aytoun was minimal.
Emily Read, who was the sixth daughter of George Read III and Louisa
Ridgely Dorsey, wrote four other titles on her own: Over The Hedge, Essie Garnett,
Rose Elliot’s Wish, and Two Hundred Years Ago, Or Life in New Sweden. Nothing is
known about the first three except that they were published before the final title,
which was published in 1876 by American Sunday-School Union in Philadelphia,
and which can still be acquired as a facsimile.
Marian C. L. Reeves wrote a final novel, A Little Maid of Acadie, published
in 1888 by D. Appleton and Company in New York.
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Unfortunately, copies of Reeves’ novels Seadrift and Old Martin Boscawen’s
Jest, the latter’s locale being Cornwall, England, are extraordinarily rare. Copies
of both have only been found on microform in select libraries.
Wearithorne, like other novels in print by Reeves, is currently available as a
facsimile. Unlike her previous novels and those after it, Wearithorne is written in
the first person. It is also written using the nom de plume of “Fadette.” Using the
first person narrative, Wearithorne is a confessional tome from the main character,
Nannette O’Kester O’Mallerstang. The locale is northern England, in Yorkshire
County near the Scottish border. This accounts for the Scot sounding names and
the Scot patois Reeves proficiently applies. The landscape is bleak with perilous
rock outcroppings and nearly treeless landscape.
Nannette, and a few other women, are part of a household controlled by
her Uncle Kester Holme, who is not really her uncle. They make a living knitting
garments, cutting peat, churning butter and providing other dairy products for
market. It is a hard life and Kester is a tyrant. The only respite Nannette has is to
visit the library in the nearby estate called Wearithorne. Two things happen at
the novel’s onset. First she discovers a letter and journal that her mother, whom
she never knew because she died when Nannette was an infant, had written.
From the letter she is led to believe her mother had meant for Kester to be sure
that her daughter is cared for. Nannette is also led to conclude that he mother
was “a lady.”
Nannette begins to detect she’d been dealt a great injustice, but by the end
of the novel she is burdened by crushing guilt.
While visiting the library at Wearithorne she encounters Miles Lethwaite,
a colonel in the British Imperial Army, and the assumed inheritor of Wearithorn.
It is Miles’ intention to build a mill on the property. The reader is led to assume
that resistance from Kester and others stems from the negative impact the
prospective mill would have on their meager livelihoods, but there is a hidden
cause for their animosity and it revolves around Nannette.
Because the novel is told from Nannette’s perspective, this presents a
mystery to her and she doesn’t realize what her true role is. She only wants to
learn who her mother had been. She acts impulsively at first by burning the page
from the letter her mother wrote that links her mother and Kestor, presumably
because she despises him so much. The journal and remainder of the letter
changes hands several times between her and Miles with whom she has fallen in
love. The earliest gesture of her feelings for Miles is when she learns that Kestor
and some of his cohorts are plotting to destroy Miles’ mill before it is finished
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being built. Even though Nannette’s warning is not sufficient enough to thwart
Kestor’s plot, thus sending Miles hurdling to possible financial ruin, it is enough
to bond him and Nannette to one another. During an episode of serious illness,
Miles’ mother confesses to Nannette that her mother was Annot Lethwaite and
that her father was a drifter named Fraser, that she’s the rightful heir to
Wearithorne and that her rightful name is also Annot Lethwaite. Nannette is the
actual “lost heir” of Wearithorne and thus the real reason for Kestor’s animosity
toward Miles because if the “lost heir” of Wearithorne is never found the
inheritance would fall to Miles upon the death of his mother, which meant that
Kestor would continue to control Nannette’s life. There’s a reason for this, but
we’re getting ahead of the story.
However, Nannette and Miles’ mother have made a pact as a condition of
her confession mainly because they both love Miles and wish to protect him even
though they dislike each other. In this case a mother’s love and Miles’ devotion
to her are stronger than a claim of inheritance on Nannette’s part, which has been
diminished in any case because Nannette had burned the portion of her mother’s
letter that would have bolstered her claim to inheritance.
Nannette steals the letter and journal back from Miles and destroys them,
not realizing that a bank note from Miles was bound up with them. During the
destruction of the journal and letter, the bank note gets inadvertently discarded
believing it to be merely a ribbon and it goes sailing off across the peat bogs.
Later, one of Wearithorne’s servants, a girl name Mally, finds the bank note and
is accused of stealing it. Falsely accused of the theft, Mally is banished and left to
seek work in a dark satanic mill in Manchester. Nannette cannot disclose that she
was the actual thief because it would jeopardize her pact with Mrs. Lethwaite as
well as to betray herself to Miles, whose gestures of ardent love she must reject
because marriage to him would harbor her deception of both the pact with Mrs.
Lethwaite, about which Miles has no knowledge, and that she and not Mally had
stolen from him. Nannette cannot carry the guilt that she had been responsible
for Mally’s banishment into marriage with Miles.
Then one day Kester is robbed and murdered on his way back from the
market. As a result, Nannette learns he had willed Mallerstang to her.
By the end of Wearithorne Nannette is destined to live out her bleak life at
Mallerstang. She confesses her treachery to Miles without divulging her pact
with his mother. He is devastated but still loves her, but leaves the scene and
returns to India. The years grind on until one day Mally returns, seriously ill and
near death. Nannette, guilt ridden, confesses to her but it is too late. Her guilt
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cannot be assuaged and Mally’s death has won out. At almost the same time
Miles returns. He is now the master of Wearithorne, which means that Nannette
can never claim her own inheritance. Nevertheless, she and Miles still love one
another, but it never can be. She will take the secret of her true inheritance to her
grave. The final sentence and a half of Wearithorne says it all. She ends her
journey by writing, “How the letters swim before me! – the room grow dizzy. If
Miles –– “
Reeves’ next novel currently still in print, Pilot Fortune, from 1885 and coauthored with Emily Read, begins by delving into its three main characters’
psychology more than in previous works. Milicent is a nearly destitute young
woman living under the care of her Aunt Ursula on the nearly desolate Bryer
Island, which lies off the southern tip of Long Island and the western coast of
Nova Scotia. Fishing is the only means of sustenance and its isolation breeds an
innocent form of alienation from the otherwise modern late 19th century world.
She has grown up with her life long childhood friend Stephen, who seems a cut
above the hard working fishermen who populate the island. Into their world
enters Urquhart, seemingly a man of modest means who sails onto their island
on his yacht Undine. He quickly encounters Milicent and Stephen and instantly
falls in love with her. It had long been expected that Milicent would marry her
life long friend Stephen, and so the romantic conflict begins with the authors’
delving into the personalities of Urquhart, Milicent, and Stephen. Milicent balks
at marrying Stephen because he seems more like a brother than a lover or
prospective husband. She resists Urquhart’s romantic overtures because she
doesn’t understand the nature of those feelings of love, yet she finally gives in to
Urquhart’s advances but somewhat insincerely because he has plied her with
promise to take her away to “see the world,” which is what Milicent wants
almost desperately. Meanwhile, Stephen, who sincerely loves Milicent, is
magnanimous in the face of loosing her and facilitates her aspirations because he
wants her to be happy.
The three of them are further bonded to one another when Stephen saves
Urquhart’s life after the former tries to save the life of a boy from drowning. The
boy is the only son of Mrs. Featherstone, the village shopkeeper whose husband
had been lost at sea. Later, the three nearly get shipwrecked aboard Urquhart’s
yacht Undine in another mishap during a storm in the Bay of Fundy, which
separates Nova Scotia from the Canadian mainland. The three stop over in St.
John, the largest town on the mainland opposite Nova Scotia, while the Undine’s
broken tiller is repaired. The event is Milicent’s introduction to the temptations
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of the modern world reinforcing the promises that Urquhart had made to her
and engenders her growing love for him. However, word get out as a result of
their sojourn in St. John of Urquhart’s planned betrothal to a simple
fisherwoman.
When the three return to Bryer Island, Milicent’s Aunt Ursula is visited by
Mr. Raymond, one of Urquhart’s benefactors, who having caught wind of
Urquhart’s plan to marry Milicent is on a mission to break up the proposed
union. Meeting with Aunt Ursula at their large but barren house, with Milicent
and Stephen present, Raymond suddenly recognizes Ursula is an old paramour,
and Ursula’s household fisherman Tom, who had been lurking in the
background of the plot, is Ursula’s brother Louis Chaudron. It turns out the
Louis Chaudron is also Milicent’s father, as well as a notorious thief and
swindler who has been hiding out on the desolate island. Chaudron’s criminal
exile is the secret Milicent had been harboring and the real reason for her
reluctance to marrying Stephen and the impetus for wanting Urquhart to take
her away from the island as a condition of marrying him.
Ultimately Raymond is successful in driving Urquhart away. Ursula and
Louis Chaudron die in a shipwreck trying to escape. Milicent, having been
compelled to relinquish the house in which she grew up, gets employment and
board with Mrs. Featherstone in her shop.
After a few years Stephen re-enters the picture and secures employment
for Milicent as the lighthouse keeper at the southern tip of Bryer Island. One day
she reads in the newspaper of Urquhart’s arrival in Paris. She could have been
there with him had she not acquiesced to having banished him. Their love for
one another had been based on selfish intent and undermined by deception, and
both now face the prospect of living out their lives unhappily and alone ––
except in Milicent’s case there is Stephen, and for the reader, that’s where the
novel ends.
For Reeves’ final novel, A Little Maid of Acadie from 1888, she has dropped
the nom de plume of “Fadette,” but “Fadette” may still be nearby, at least as
close as an 1848 novel by the French author George Sand.
Reeves, from her previous novels, has demonstrated the she was fluent in
French. She could have easily read Sand’s novels in their original language,
especially La Petite Fadette, which Sand wrote in 1848. There are some uncanny
similarities between A Little Maid of Acadie and La Petite Fadette.
Reeves’ novel takes place in the Madawaska region where extreme
northern Maine, New Brunswick, and Quebec intersect. In the 19th century it was
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a fairly rugged area. It is here that remnants of the DeLandremont family live. It
is a family of tangled relationships confounded by its transatlantic status. Young
Francoise, the little maid, and her family had lived at some earlier time nearby in
what French settlers had called Acadie, later renamed Nova Scotia by the British.
The larger part of Francoise’s family still lives in Europe. It is when
circumstances bring her extended family to the DeLandremont homestead on the
“Acadian” side of the Atlantic that Francoise’s life begins to unravel then congeal
again.
Francoise, like Fadette in George Sand’s novel whose real name is also
Francoise, is referred to by the nickname “Frank” and is estranged from her Aunt
Marguite and Uncle Pacifique. Frank’s estrangement is intensified with the
opening incident of the novel, the death of her grandmother, the only family
member with whom she has any mutual empathy. In addition to increasing her
familial estrangement she is introduced to Dr. Kendal, who had been summoned
to attend to the dying grandmother. Dr. Kendal, who had not been much older
than the presumably teen age Francoise, develops a relationship with her mainly
as a kindly Pygmalion. He discovers Francoise’s innate intelligence, her keen
curiosity, her puck and precociousness. Francoise is much like George Sand’s
Fadette in many of the same ways. In A Little Maid of Acadie, Francoise has a
knack of disappearing and reappearing suddenly, or at least without notice,
while in La Petite Fadette, Sand’s suggests Fadette possesses an otherworldly
persona, and there are those who consider her to be a witch; her mother is
reported to possess the means to cure disease and to conjure spells.
It’s not difficult to draw parallels between Reeves’ and Sand’s female
protagonists through out their works. In most cases they think for themselves,
possess an innately superior intelligence, act independently, display fearless wit
and are never intimidated by the men they encounter.
Dr. Kendal is actually a deserter from the Civil War, where he had been a
doctor treating battlefield wounds. He tells Francoise that he must leave for a
time. He doesn’t explain why, only that he’ll return to marry her. Luckily for
Francoise, there is another suitor in the wings. His name is Dallas Fraser and he
had shown up as a harbinger of Francoise’s family members from Europe who
were about to appear on the scene precipitated by the death of Francoise’s
grandmother. Dallas is also a distant cousin.
Francoise and Dallas get lost in the woods after taking an errant tributary
during a canoe trip. After a bit they are rescued by a band led by returning Dr.
Kendal. It would seem that Francoise’s romance with Dr. Kendal would be
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rekindled –– but not so, and not because their feeling for one another had
changed. When the band of rescuers and rescued return to the DeLandremont
homestead, they find that the family visitors from Europe had arrived. Adding to
the surprise, Dr. Kendal discovers that his wife, who he had been led to believe
had died, is among the visitors and is Francoise’s half sister Marie, thus ending
any prospect that Francoise and Dr. Kendal can be married. However, there’s the
prospect that Francoise and Dallas Fraser might have a future together, a
prospect encouraged by their time together while lost in the Madawaskan forest,
and that’s where Reeves leaves the story of A Little Maid of Acadie.
Not a whole lot more is known about Marian C. L. Reeves. According to
letters written by her mother, Anne Dorsey Read Reeves, that are archived at the
Delaware Historical Society, she spent her earliest years living in Baltimore while
her father served in the military, notably during the Mexican War between 1846
and 1848. Marian had two younger sisters, Anna Dorsey Reeves (Rodney) and
Caroline Dorsey Reeves (Potter), and a younger brother, Isaac Stockton Reeves.
Marian Calhoun Legare Reeves died in Washington, D. C. on April 1,
1898. She is buried in the cemetery of the Immanuel Episcopal Church in New
Castle, Delaware.

Romance and Turmoil: Two Novels by 19th Century Author
Harriett Pennawell Belt
Had it not been for a mention in the Delaware, A Guide to the First State published
in 1938 by the Federal Writers’ Project of the Works Progress Administration, the
Delaware novelist Harriett Pennawell Belt might have escaped notice.
Belt, who wrote two novels, Marjorie Huntingdon in 1885, and A Mirage of
Promise in 1887, both published by J. B. Lippincott Company, was born in
Wilmington to Z. James Belt and Mary J. Pennawell from Milford, Delaware.
Before marrying Pennawell, Z. James Belt had formed a partnership with
brothers Ferris and Edward Bringhurst Jr. to found E. Bringhurst & Company, a
pharmaceutical and medical supply company located in Wilmington at 6th and
Market Streets and extending to Shipley Street. It might be noted here that the
Bringhurst family, around this time, inherited the Rockwood estate north of
Wilmington, which had been the former home of Wilmington shipping merchant
Joseph Shipley.
Searching for dates relative to Belt’s life have been daunting. No firm
dates for some particular events in her life have been found, though a more
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thorough search of public records may yield more details. It is known that she
married Samuel A. Stevens, who was a direct descendant of Paul Revere. The
couple moved to Portland, Maine where Belt began her writing career.
Belt’s first novel, Marjorie Huntingdon, begins with Marjorie as a young
girl living with family in the town of Bowlesborough in the Hudson Valley not
far from New York City. Her parents had originally emigrated from England.
Her father is apparently a successful mill owner, which allows Marjorie and her
older brother Warren to live the gentile life with their mother at home. Marjorie
is an obedient child who’s devoted to her mother. At times, while growing up,
she seems almost vacuous, always acquiescing and never protesting. Yet she is
capable of extraordinary intelligence. Her education consists of tutelage from Dr.
Morse, who held several scholarly pedigrees. She’s an avid reader, learns several
languages, learns how to play the piano, and has an extraordinarily good singing
voice. She is prudent and careful in all her social interactions.
In Belt’s sometimes verbose and, at times, awkwardly elegant style of
writing, she takes her time building Marjorie’s character so that the reader gets to
know her quite well, which contributes to guiding her actions throughout the
remainder of the novel.
As an adolescent Marjorie is involved in a short romance with a
neighborhood boy, which fades as both grow away from one another. The reader
can observe, through Belt’s depiction of Marjorie’s personality development, the
process of her moving to the next stage of her life when she begins to decide the
direction of her life for herself.
She decides to go to a kind of “finishing school” for young women in New
York City operated by Lucy Raymond. It is the kind of place where social graces
and some survival tools for women are learned. It is also a place where they can
learn to become good candidates for marriage with men of good social standing
that Mrs. Raymond arranges the women to meet socially.
Marjorie’s penchant for being prudent serves her well. Two men enter her
life. One is Gilbert Woodford, who is very wealthy, a bit of a “know-it-all,” who
falls in love with Marjorie. He is charming and fawning, the perfect candidate for
a husband. While he woos her ardently, she is true to herself in realizing she
does not love him, though considers him a friend enough to pay him lip service
to keep his hopes alive.
The other man, with whom Marjorie is really in love, is Roger Houghton,
and he feels the same about her. However, Roger had promised marriage to his
orphaned cousin. When the subject of marriage comes up between Roger and
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Marjorie, she feels she must spurn his proposal because he had already promised
marriage to his cousin Edith. During a period of separation from Marjorie, Roger
does keep his promise to Edith. In spite of Marjorie and Roger’s agreement to
never see one another again, they do encounter each other occasionally due to
the social circles they had set for themselves. Gilbert continues to woo Marjorie,
and she holds him off while her encounters with Roger become more frequent
yet inadvertent.
To make a long story short, Marjorie becomes Edith’s friend; especially
after a coach accident that leaves Edith impaired both emotionally and
physically. Tragedies begin to mount. First, Marjorie’s mother dies after a
protracted illness, and then her father looses his business. She and her father
must move to Long Island and live in modest surroundings while she provides
support by teaching children. Soon her father’s health fails, as does her new
friend Edith’s. The two die within close proximity to one another. The events
bring Roger and Marjorie closer together and by the end of the novel the two
marry. Even Roger’s rival Gilbert Woodford supports the betrothal.
The main lesson that’s been learned through the young life of Marjorie
Huntingdon is to be true to your self, follow the path of true love both familial
and romantic, and everything will work out for the best. Not so with Belt’s final
novel, A Mirage of Promise, published in 1887.
While the only time reference in Marjorie Huntingdon is that the story
concludes around the time of the assassination of President Garfield, the time
frame is more definite in A Mirage of Promise. The story begins just before the
election of 1824, and the location, as far as can be determined is somewhere
northwest of Baltimore, Maryland.
The election of 1824 was a four-way race between Andrew Jackson and
John Quincy Adams, who were the major candidates, and William H. Crawford
and Henry Clay, who were the minor candidates. Political parties were not so
defined, but in Belt’s novel the two major political forces were the Democrats,
who support Jackson, and the Federalists, who support Quincy Adams. It was an
election that was decided in the House of Representatives, even though Jackson
won the popular vote but did not receive enough electoral votes. Quincy Adams
had been able to garner enough votes in the House to become President of the
United States.
The political environment around the Clemson homestead of Creighton
Hall in Maryland, consisting of Colonel Cordrey Clemson, a veteran of the War
of 1812, his wife, referred to throughout the novel as Mrs. Clemson who is
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childless, Alma Acosta, the orphaned daughter of Mrs. Clemson’s sister Julia
who had married an impoverished Spanish artist, both of whom had died in
Italy, is one of general support, with the possible exception of Mrs. Clemson, for
the Federalist. Before being brought to live in Creighton Hall with her uncle and
aunt, Alma’s parents had a social connection with an artist of Dutch and Scottish
descent whose father was a bit of a rogue and whose mother had apparently
abandoned him. That artist, who had been only a few years older than Alma, and
who was her childhood friend, is Reed Van Ness. His rogue father just happened
to own land adjacent to Clemson’s Creighton Hall called Oakney. During the
course of the novel, Reed Van Ness lived and worked as an artist at Oakney.
Also, among those who populate Creighton Hall and Oakney are a number of
servants, mostly poor white folk. However, Van Ness has one other person living
at Oakney who acts like a servant but is more of a friend and confidant. His
name is Lijah, a former slave whose freedom was bought by Van Ness, and who
has a wife and child still held in bondage in the Deep South.
Into this mix enters, early on, Captain Philetus Clemson. He is the son of
Colonel Clemson’s recently deceased brother William. Since Colonel and Mrs.
Clemson are childless, leaving no heir, it is the Colonel’s wish that Philetus will
inherit Creighton Hall and marry Alma. Alma is deeply in love with the dashing
Captain almost by default, not realizing she had formed a lifelong bond with her
childhood friend Reed Van Ness. While Philetus professes love for Alma, he
proves to be fickle, vacillating, and more interested in the advancement of his
career in the military. Eventually he runs off with a woman who is an
acquaintance of his mother’s family who live in western Pennsylvania, but we’re
getting ahead of the story.
Because the novel begins just before the election of 1824, and because the
action takes place in what would become a border state where the controversy
over slavery is acute, there is friction between the Federalists and the Democrats.
The Clemson household, who are staunch Federalists, supports the cause of
Abolition, or at least pay the cause lip service. It is ironic, while baring witness to
today’s politics, that the Democrats, portrayed by Belt, as poor white, barely
educated, crude but not necessarily without resources, are fervently pro-slavery.
In an incident where Van Ness helps a boy who is a runaway slave elude a
pro-slavery posse, not only does he outsmart them but casts suspicion on himself
while frustrating and infuriating them. In a later incident, having shielded
herself from controversy but certainly knowledgeable about the issue, Alma is
drawn into an active role, thus committing herself to the cause, when she
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encounters a woman and a child who are runaways. Again, Van Ness intervenes
and is successful in securing safety for the runaways, frustrating the pursuing
posse and further infuriating them. Two things ensue from the incident, beside
Alma’s newly found commitment. One is that the woman and child runaways
are Lijah’s long lost wife and child. They had escaped from Georgia, caught a
boat, and disembarked in Baltimore. The other outcome is that Van Ness is
brought before a magistrate, but with a smart lawyer on his side, beats the rap
further angering the pro-slavery Democrats. Their posse turns into a mob of
vigilantes who storm Van Ness’ Oakney estate, burn down some outbuildings
and trees, and nearly lynch him. Van Ness is wounded while trying to save his
paintings. He is saved in the nick of time when the authorities arrive to quell the
violence. The incident embitters Van Ness, who flees to Washington D.C. for the
winter, ironically after he and Alma profess their love for each other.
Matters are made worse when Philetus returns to Creighton Hall after
being spurned by Lucinda Calhone right before she and Philetus were to be
married. He had returned to make amends for reneging on his promise to marry
Alma, thus breaking her heart, and inheriting Creighton Hall. The Colonel, while
acting in a civil manner, indicates that marrying Alma had been part of the deal
for inheritance, and Alma, becoming wise to Philetus’ true character, wants no
part of him. Philetus had also returned to repay a loan to Van Ness, an act
diminished because it leads Van Ness to believe Philetus has returned with the
intension to sweep Alma off her feet and lead her to the alter. Van Ness does not
know that Alma has lost her love for Philetus, who eventually slinks away.
In the midst of all this, Van Ness’ mother, who he had thought was long
dead, almost literally crawls back into his life. Van Ness cannot believe who she
claims to be. He seeks evidence and conformation from an old friend who had
been harboring a secret. Soon he is convinced that the woman calling herself Mrs.
Durham is really his mother, and he goes to tell her he believes her story, but
finds she has died. She will never know.
Shortly after the air was cleared and things sorted out Reed Van Ness and
Alma Acosta get married. In 1832, they move to Massachusetts. Alma joins the
Abolitionist movement. They have two sons, both of them killed in the Civil
War. Van Ness dies in 1857 leaving Alma a widow. She lives on and dies at 80
years old.
Virtually nothing is known about Harriett Pennawell Belt’s life. We know
she had married Samuel A. Stevens and that she bore a daughter named Janet.
There is scant evidence she returned to Wilmington occasionally to visit family.
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In the copy of Marjorie Huntingdon used to write this article is an inscription in
the author’s own hand dated March 14, 1888 to a reader in Wilmington. Finally,
we know she died suddenly in Portland, Maine on May 29, 1908. She was only 44
years old. One citation that reported her death, noting that it was sudden,
speculated whether it might have been the result of a suicide.
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Franetta McMillian
Faust Down and Out in Foggy Bottom
I was hanging out on this guy’s yacht
who thought the world would be much improved
if you replaced people with cats.
People were stupid, brittle, and easily fooled, he said,
while cats were a study in divine power and grace.
But God, I argued, made man in His image.
To which he countered:
“God is only the name we give to mathematics
we have yet to understand.”
He fronted me a few million dollars,
told me to plant a few seeds—
a rumor here, a screed there—
“according to my formula”,
and “see if I’m not right”.
The next few years were heady.
I zipped around the globe hopped up on
Red Bull, rage, and beer,
throwing endless parties in first class,
preaching sweet chaos to presidents and kings.
And lord, how they fell!
Like dominos, like rotten fruit, like acid rain!
First Britain, then America, then France.
It was almost too easy.
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When did all the fun stop?
Oh yeah, crazy yacht dude got booted
from the boating club.
The money dried up.
Suddenly I was alone—
no cameras, no magazine covers, no entourage,
nada but bullshit to keep me warm.
Who knew how much
the ladies who lunch
would hate the man
who broke the world?
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Fadette’s Secret

Steven Leech

The northbound train on which Dr. Kendal was riding stopped in Wilmington
long enough to take on passengers and for a vendor to come aboard briefly to
sell copies of The Every Evening. Dr. Kendal, who had been employed part of the
year in his advancing age at the Old Soldiers’ Home in Washington D.C., bought
a copy. He was travelling to Boston, where he would catch a coach to a little plot
of land with a modest cabin homestead in Maine. He bought the newspaper to
keep abreast of the latest tensions with Spain. War clouds were looming only
weeks after the explosion that had sunk the U.S.S. Maine in Havana’s harbor.
Dr. Kendal had been a deserter during the Civil War some thirty-five
years before. As part of the Union medical corps, he’d experience too much
battlefield carnage and fled to the peaceful forests of Maine, but after a short
spell while he grappled with his conscious, he returned to the battlefield to try to
save the wounded. While in Maine, in a hopeful gesture, he’d bought a small
piece of land as an incentive. It was there, after the Civil War had ended, that he
met Fadette.
Dr. Kendal must have dozed. He was shaken awake by the lurching train.
It had just picked up passengers in Philadelphia. In a vacant moment he picked
up The Every Evening to read more about the growing war tensions. Growing
weary of reading the war mongering rhetoric, he began to leaf through the other
pages snatching a morsel of an article here and there. Then he stopped startled
on the page that contained the death notice. He had found Fadette. She had died
suddenly on April first. He had known her as Fadette, but her real name was
Marian C. L. Reeves and her hometown was New Castle, Delaware.
Marian, or Missy as her mother had called her, or “Fadette” as she wished
to be called, was also a veteran of the Civil War. She and her family had fled into
the Confederacy. Her mother, a granddaughter of George Read, a Signer of the
Declaration of Independence, had eventually landed at Rossmere, which was in
Chicot County, not far from the Mississippi River. He remembered her brown
warm eyes, her delicate square jaw, her brown and often disheveled tresses, and
her knack for appearing suddenly and almost magically disappearing. She could
find those moments when no one was watching to eavesdrop, only to later
divulge a tidbit of gossip no one suspected she’d been harboring.
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Dr. Kendal and Fadette were both avid readers of books and poems, and
often shared the books they’d read. She liked the stories and poems of Edgar
Allan Poe, as well as stories by Washington Irving. She had liked their
supernatural and sometime nefarious nature. One of the novelists she liked was
one who lived in New Castle before she was born. His name was Robert
Montgomery Bird, and he had written a novel using the new science of
metempsychosis as a theme. She also liked novels by Charles Brockton Brown,
James K. Spaulding, and particularly those by Timothy Shay Arthur, which she
had found reassuring. She had also read some novels in French, but because Dr.
Kendal didn’t know any French, they were not discussed.
Not long after leaving New York, after changing trains for Boston, Dr.
Kendal saw a familiar face walking down the aisle toward him. The familiarity
was mutual.
There are certain days, or tight knit periods of time, when coincidence
gathers, driven by forces as mysterious as covert agents peddling suspicion. The
man who settled in the seat beside his was Dallas Fraser.
The last time Fraser and Dr. Kendal had seen one another was in southern
New Brunswick, near the border of Maine. The reason they were there was
Fadette.
It had not been long after the Civil War. Each separately had been fleeing
the aftermath of the war. For both the green and changing seasons were
remission for the deep red of fresh blood, the gray of gun smoke and black of
gangrene. Better the babbling of the brook and the rich scent of the forest after
rain than the distant trembling of cannon fire and sickly stench of death.
The difference for Fadette was that she was fleeing as a refugee, from the
raw recriminations from the victorious who gloated in her face back home in
New Castle. It was much better to be far away, in a comforting forest and
soothing comforting waters.
Many of the manners Fadette had adopted reinforced her recovery from
the trauma of war, her ease with avoiding contact with human cruelty, her knack
for exiting a scene unnoticed and suddenly reappearing only to make herself
inconspicuous almost to the point of being invisible.
Upon his arrival Dr. Kendal had assumed his role as a doctor, and while
he was attending to the death throes of a distant relative of Fadette did he first
encounter her, brief as it had been.
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After greetings infused with surprise Dr. Kendal handed him the
newspaper he’d picked up in Wilmington with the page with the news about
Fadette opened.
“You most certainly remember her,” pointing to the article.
Fraser, who was about eight years younger and with a fairly full crop of
blonde hair and cleanly shaved, took a moment to read the article then fell silent
and brooding for a moment.
“Yes,” he said, “how could I forget? Fadette and I got lost when we
absently allowed ourselves to drift in a canoe down an unfamiliar stream. We
were so captivated by each other. I’m sure you remember. You came along with
some others and found us.”
“That was such a brief encounter,” remarked Dr. Kendal smiling beneath
his thick moustache, “I thought you might’ve forgotten.”
“It was quite memorable in fact,” said Fraser looking into the past through
the train window and into the daylight emerging from the dank of the station. “I
got to know Fadette fairly well that day. I even stole a kiss,” he said with a
whimsical grin.
Fraser stopped his reverie abruptly.
“Wait a minute,” he said. “Let me see that paper again.”
And rereading the article, he declared, “I’ve heard of this man, one of
those hucklebearers. This David Elkinton. About six years before I remember
hearing about this case at the office. He and his partners were trying to get out of
repaying a loan, yes down in Delaware, to one William Terry by claiming the
loan was officiated on a Sunday, which rendered it null and void. What a bunch
of yokels,” Fraser chuckled. “Small world indeed.”
“You’re a barrister then?” Dr. Kendal asked.
“Yes, about ten years after I matriculated at law school in Boston and I
was admitted to the bar in New York and joined a small law firm.”
“Did you ever find out how she got the name ‘Fadette’?”
“Actually I did,” Fraser replied, “from a character in a French novel by
George Sand.”
“Never heard of him.”
“Her,” Fraser replied. “Sand was a woman and her novel Le Petite Fadette
was only in French, which she was fluent in.”
“She was that impressed with it, heh?”
“Yes,” continued Fraser. “Evidently Sand wrote the novel just after the
political troubles in France in 1848. Sand had a big stake in the losing side.”
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“And why did Fadette end up in Maine?” Dr. Kendal asked.
“Well,” Fraser was quick to answer, “life goes on. Actually, she went to
Europe first, then came to New Brunswick very near the border with Maine. If
you’re on the losing side, whether with what went on in France or with the
American Civil War, there’s a lot to suffer, with all the violence and turmoil in
the first place and then the recriminations and, in some cases, an impulse for
revenge. But for Fadette, and for Sand I suppose, the overwhelming urge was to
find peace and healing and redemption. Funny as it may seem, I suspect that was
the moment she realized she was destined to be an author. She needed to return
to being gentle and regain those tender feelings of the heart. The forest and the
stream led her to peace and perfect balance.”
“And what happened to you and Fadette?”
“Well,” continued Fraser raising an introspective eyebrow, “we drew
closer. I wanted to marry her, but she demurred. I think there was something she
couldn’t tell me that got in the way. Near the time I had to leave, when I had to
make decisions on other matters, she asked me suddenly –– she was like that ––
if I was related to Stephan Fraser. I said I had a cousin from Kansas who was in
some sort of brokerage business in the South. It was then that she grew quiet and
I could feel some distance growing between us, which soon grew into a chasm.”
It was then that Fraser fell into pensive silence allowing Dr. Kendal to
ask, “What became of Fadette after that?”
His query shook Fraser from his private thoughts. “She eventually
returned to New Castle and began to write romances, some with her Aunt Emily.
Some were serialized in Goday’s and Arthur’s magazines. Some of them have
been made into books. I even heard she’d written about her experience in the
Confederacy.”
About six months after the War broke out, Annie Dorsey Read Reeves left
New Castle in October 1861 amid jeers of “rebel traitor” with her four children
including the twenty year old Marian, who had not yet adopted the name
“Fadette.” Annie had decried the tyranny of the “Lincoln government” and the
threat to ”our freedom.” She had bemoaned the barrenness of Yankee, Quaker,
and Methodist culture and its unwillingness to appreciate the finer qualities of
life. With a pistol hidden in her garments, she and her entourage headed to
Baltimore.
From Baltimore the five of them, with only spare luggage, boarded a
packet for Norfolk and the Confederacy, unlike her distant cousin Lionel
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Randolph who chose to sneak into the breakaway states overland using the alias
of Tom Brown. From there they boarded a train for Memphis, Tennessee.
On the train trending southward across Virginia and into Tennessee,
Marian read a book published in French that she had bought in Baltimore at
Edward J. Coale’s bookstore. She bought it to help retain her fluency in the
language. She had been drawn to the title, La Petite Fadette. The author was
George Sand.
Occasionally she would look out the train’s window as it passed through a
station where Confederate soldiers gathered in small groups with their muskets
tipped with bayonets. Beyond them, tall oak trees had shed their leaves in the
November chill leaving patches of mistletoe high in their branches. From
Memphis they took a paddle wheeler for Chicot County across the Mississippi
River in Arkansas and her late brother’s plantation Rossmere. Her brother
George Read IV, and grandson of George Read, had died in August 1859. His
widow, Susan Chapman Read, awaited their arrival.
Once the Reeves family settled in, the social gatherings began. First Annie
and her older daughters, Marian and Anna, were introduced to neighbors, many
of whom would host gatherings at their own homes, but the most lavish were
hosted at Rossmere, with its six two story columns encasing its front porch, its
front lawn of magnolia, maple, oak, willow and walnut trees giving way to the
view of Lake Chicot, where crepe myrtle and catalpa trees grace its bank.
In the waning weeks of 1861, while the War was beginning to rage in the
east, a vibrant social life was celebrated under candlelit chandeliers reflecting off
windowpanes and silverware during the evenings where the women wore bright
colored gowns, and the men in formal wear, many of them in light gray
Confederate uniforms with gleaming metal buttons and ornamental swords
hung from sashes. The music was sprightly and the dance was formal yet joyous,
nothing like those staid Methodist picnics up north and certainly not like those
muted Quaker socials with their muttering men and whispering women.
Marian, who had begun to identify with Fadette in Sand’s novel, began to
model her behavior little by little on her. Always a precocious young woman, it
was not hard to recognize her own keen intelligence and feeling she hold her
own in conversation, certainly among women but unabashedly among men.
Among the men who attended those social gatherings were two who
caught Marian’s attention. They were Ruthven Erle and Harry Thorne. While
Marian often caught Thorne’s sideways glances, much like she had with Lionel
Randolph’s back up north, while he spoke with Marian’s mother or others, it was
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Ruthven Erle who was more bold. Marian enjoyed the verbal sparring which she
engaged while conversing with him, her subtle teasing under ironic pretense,
and diminutive rebuffs when she thought he’d been too suggestive. More and
more she began to feel like Fadette in Sand’s novel when she toyed with Landry
Barbeau, the boy with whom she ultimately fell on love.
One unavoidably new thing Marian realized at Rossmere was the large
number of black people. In New Castle there had been what had been politely
called “negroes,” and they’d kept to their selves. Their personal lives were, in
large part, a mystery, though on Sundays their church services seemed almost to
spill out into the street joyously through the seams of their modest Bethany
UAME and Mount Salem Methodist Churches, unlike the somber services at the
Immanuel Episcopal Church. Interactions in New Castle were usually formal
with Negro employees, whether maid, cook, nanny or driver. Customer
transactions never took place through the front door. Marian always
remembered relations were respectful and civil, except for occasional infractions
that happened as often among white common folk as among black
troublemakers, and which usually got either strapped to the whipping post
behind the court house or several hours locked in the pillory up the ladder above
the post, and sometimes both.
The Negroes in New Castle that Marian encountered were always kind
and polite. She could never accept that they had a savage heart as they were
often characterized in the magazines. They bore their children the same as white
folk, spoke clear English, and their eyes reflected the inner life of the soul. All of
them were freedmen, and Marian occasionally recalled the stories of how some
distant relatives in New Castle had granted freedom to their household slaves
after the Revolution. She remembered as a young girl how old Creole Augustus
Jamot, who her grandfather had helped to set up a barber and hairdressing
business years before, would be invited to play his violin during family
gatherings. She remembered the haunting melodies he played and she wondered
from what mysterious place they came.
At Rossmere, Marian marveled at the elegantly dressed, white gloved
Negro servants at those lavish social affairs, and the kindness with which the
Black nannies treated the children in their charge and wondered how those
children could grow up harboring any cruelty toward those who worked from
sunrise to sunset in the fields. Even her mother Annie, who had never given the
Black people back in New Castle any thought and rarely commented about them,
would occasionally refer to those who populated Rossmere and vicinity as
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“darkies” and “niggers.” It almost seemed to be her way of warding off their
very existence.
The first example Marian observed of the treatment of slaves in the South
occurred on an early April day in 1862 when five new Negroes in an open wagon
pulled up to Rossmere. In the distance she heard the rumble of thunder where
dark clouds were gathering in the west. The five had been hired out by a distant
cousin of Marian’s deceased father, Isaac Stockton Reeves, who had died in 1851
when Marian was ten years old. That distant cousin, George Reeves, had brought
the five up after a long ride from Texas. The slaves were owned by George
Reeves’ father William.
Marian was captivated by the scene, and as close to invisibility as she
could get, eagerly observed the event. She listened as introductions were passed
around shortly after three men dismounted. It was Harry Thorne who greeted
them, first George Reeves, then his driver Stephan Fraser, and to Marian’s
surprise, a tall muscular Black man who carried a rifle and had a pistol holstered
on his waist who was introduced as Bass Reeves. While he freely shook hands all
around, Thorne warily shook Bass Reeves’ hand and then wiped it on his pants.
George Reeves took a key from his waistcoat pocket and unlocked the
huge padlock that had secured the chain and leg iron of the five slaves and
returned the key to the same pocket. Bass and Stephan Fraser then led the five to
one of the nearby slave quarters while Thorne and George Reeves entered the
main house through a side door.
Bass returned alone to the wagon shortly after the slaves were sheltered.
He undid the rigging, harnesses and bits from the two horses and led them to the
stable. Marian watched from behind the corner of the house. After Bass and the
horses entered the stable, Marian worked her way through a couple of lose slats
she knew were there careful not to snag her apron on them.
Bass had led the horses to a trough of water and was getting ready to
strap on feedbags of oats. He spoke kind words to soothe the animals.
“Such a long way, Nester, I know you gonna earn that meal. You too
Pollix. I see you’re mighty thirsty too. Eat up hardy. You’ll get your due”
Bass’ speech to the horses seemed nearly poetic, Marian thought as she
moved slowly behind the stalls. She’d begun to learn how to not disturb any
other critter about. She moved so that Bass would not hear her closing in behind
him. When she got close enough, she spoke.
“I never saw a negro carry a gun,” she said as calmly as she could.
Bass Reeves hardly moved to acknowledge her.
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“I use it to win turkey shoots for the master,” he replied calmly.
She began to wonder if he had heard her after all. He merely moved his
head slightly toward her.
“You named after a fish?” she asked.
“No,” he almost chuckled. “Named after the man who sired me. Now go
away. You’ll get me in trouble if I be seen talking to you.”
“What kind of name is that?” she continued.
“Short for Bassa,” he replied. “It’s African. Now shew.”
“Your last name’s Reeves . . .”
“ . . . for Massa George. His father William has ownership over me. Now
please go.”
“My last name’s Reeves too,” she said in a low voice.
“Will you git before time cuts us short?” he said just above a curt whisper.
He waited a moment and began to gently brush the lather off the horses in
places. He slowly turned his head over his shoulder when the large room fell
quiet. She was gone.
After dinner George Reeves and Stephan Fraser decided to stay the night.
It would be a long ride back to Texas. Besides, it had begun to rain in torrents,
pelting waves of rain against the windows. To pass the time Harry Thorne
invited the guest to a card game after the women and children retired to the
second floor. Around the table set up in the parlor were Stephan Fraser, Harry
Thorne, George Reeves, Ruthven Erle who’d arrived shortly before dinner while
Marian was talking to Bass Reeves in the stable, and Bass Reeves.
Marian refrained from the rooms upstairs and found a perch, in a nook
hugged by shadows on the stairs, far away not to be noticed yet near enough to
see and hear the five men settling in over cards. The rain continued in uneven
waves. She was fascinated by the talk and manners of the men, their jocular
banter and their stories. Throughout they sipped their whiskey, all except Bass,
and all smoked cigars, all except Bass.
The game continued for over an hour. The men fell almost quiet, their
banter reduced to counting chips, calls declaring the cards in their hands. Marian
was nearly getting drowsy and thinking she had about all she could take.
She very nearly dropped off catching herself. The last conscious thing she
heard in the fog was the man’s voice, “I call.” Then with a clap of thunder from
outside shaking her awake, the room exploded into shouting.
“Where’d you get that ten o’diamonds?” was the man’s shout just after
Ruthven Erle had issue, “I call.”
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Harry Thorne, to whom Bass had directed his sharp inquiry, countered
with a question of his own, “Are you accusing me of cheating?”
Standing, Bass Reeves declared, “I am. You had that card hidden on your
person for just when you needed it.”
Thorne shot up in his seat. “Ain’t no nigger ever accused me of cheatin’.
Only coons like you cheat at cards.”
“Now gentlemen,” Ruthven Erle exerted in a commanding and calming
voice, during which Stephan Fraser, who had slunk down in his chair, used the
move to slink from it, and in a hunched pace, grabbing an empty whiskey bottle
on the way, snuck behind Bass Reeves and brought the bottles crashing in a
splash of broken glass upon the back of his head. Bass dropped immediately to
the floor and with consciousness slipping away swore no one would ever get the
drop on him again.
The men gathered over him for a moment.
“We can ship him down the river,” Fraser commented, “to Hugh Magee’s
in Loosiana. He knows how to break an uppity nigger.”
Finally George Reeves spoke knowing he could not make decisions
regarding his father’s property, “I’ll think about it. In the meantime I’ll chain him
to my wagon.”
It took all four men to drag the unconscious man out of the room.
Marian departed after she felt they were fully outside and quietly slipped
into her room. The others on the second floor gave no indication from their
slumber that they heard the fracas. The whole house fell quiet as Marian fidgeted
nervously, unable to sit or stand. Sleep would not come easily as it would either
drunkenly or sublimely for the others.
Still wide awake, sleep finally did overcome the whole household. Marian
waited until she felt the depth of sleep among the others was deep and certain.
She reached for the single lit candle and brought it toward her at her desk, and
dipping pen into inkwell, pulled a piece of paper to write a note. It would be for
the hunchback who lived in a cave not far away and who would appear on the
scene occasionally to grant an uncannily placed favor for Marian’s family. She
was sure she could count on him.
She would come back for the note, the ink surely dried. She knew where
George Reeves was sleeping. It was easy to sneak into his room silently. He was
still gaining the weight of sleep, motionless in the bed. His clothes lay about on
the various chairs. She knew where the keys were and she found them, took
them in her fist so they wouldn’t jingle, and stepped out of the room. The ink
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and paper on which she’d written the note had fused together by now. On the
way outside she picked up an unlit lantern and some matches wrapped in a
heavy tea towel.
Bass Reeves was drenched and motionless in chains sitting against one of
the wagon wheels. The rain was still falling in a steady drizzle. She knelt down
to speak low to him. She shook him gently.
“Mr. Reeves,” she said, suddenly remembering how she spoke
respectfully to the Negroes she would encounter back in New Castle. He stirred,
his eyes widened as he recognized her.
“I’m releasing you,” she said. Then after she had unlocked all the
padlocks she could find, she moved beside him, close enough that they could
smell each other’s body heat in the rain.
“About three quarters of a mile northwest from here you’ll come to a
ravine marked on either side by an oak and a pine tree. At the bottom of the
ravine there’s a cave. Inside lives a hunchback man. Give him this note. He’ll
hide you out until they think you’re long gone.”
“Thank you Mam,” Bass said when the chains lay free all around him.
“It’ll be our secret,” Marian stipulated.
“Forever,” Bass replied and both were gone from that puddle of chains
where no airborne dust gave a clue and the rain filled in the tracks and dissolved
them in mud.
A few days later came the battle nearby at Shiloh Church. The war had
come west and both Ruthven Erle and Harry Thorne were summoned. The
house at Rossmere was quiet for a while.
Bass Reeves waited two weeks in the cave as guest of the malformed man
who’d been disfigured by both blast and fire. He spoke low and sometimes in a
harsh whisper. After that Reeves traveled by night until he made it to Oklahoma
territory. He would hide out there for the remainder of the Civil War near ‘til
Juneteenth.
Lincoln had been assassinated when the War ended and Fadette and her
family were footloose in New Orleans. Both Ruthven Erle and Harry Thorne had
lost arms in battle. What had surprised Fadette the most was that the hunchback
man arrived as well, all waifs from war. That hunched man, in the pure light of
peace, she could clearly see was Lionel Randolph.
Sense had come together and decisions needed to be made. Fadette caught
a ship leaving New Orleans.
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Bass Reeves, a free man, became a family man and worked a small farm
until he got a call from Fort Smith at the edge of the Indian territory of Oklahoma
and was deputized as a United States Marshall. He strapped on some guns and
joined posses looking for desperados. By then Fadette had found herself far away
in pastoral Europe keeping a live journal before she settled for a while in Canada.
From her journals she would write chapters published in ladies’ magazines, and
with her Aunt Emily back in New Castle write novels together.
The West, much like the East, was becoming its new self. Fadette’s mother
Annie found more comfort living in Baltimore, though visits to New Castle were
tight lipped and cordial. In the dusty West, where warmth prevailed all year and
the summers were insufferable, horse lather, gun smoke, and burning bovine
flesh wrought by the branding iron mingled with the dust. There were wide wild
spaces where a man could hide out. It was there that Bass Reeves roamed with a
Cherokee or Wyandot guide and right hand man.
Using disguises and cunning Reeves always got his man in shackles,
usually bringing them in alive. It was steady work and the arrests rose into the
hundreds. When Fadette wrote her final novel Bass Reeves was thinking of
retirement, but he rode on into the 20th century. No longer did he hand out silver
dollars as both bribe and calling card. Now the silver came in the form of bullets.
He had kept his white horse. He took to wearing a simple black mask across his
eyes to hide his skin.
His indigenous companion took a name. He called the masked man
“Kemosabe.” His own name was “Tonto.” Wherever they solved a case and
made an arrest, they never hung around and disappeared without anyone
noticing.
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The Hoax Nobody Noticed

Steven Leech

It was a hoax that I had perpetrated and it came from an overwhelming sense of
frustration. It was shortly after I had finished writing the first edition of my
novel, Poe’s Daughter, Pym’s Soul which was, in part, a piece of historical fiction
about Poe’s visits to Delaware.
Two events occurred concurrently. One was my disappointment that my
stories about Poe and his encounters with Delaware’s first literary figure John
Lofland had such a weak public reception. My efforts had barely seemed worth
the work I’d put into it, even though I earned $7,000 in fellowship grants from
the Delaware Division of the Arts for two of the stories. The second event was
my discovery of an incident that occurred at Price’s Corner in 1903. I had
stumbled upon it while doing research into Delaware’s Federal Writers’ Project
papers at the University of Delaware library. The incident, only hinted at in a
single page from an incomplete article, had been the only lynching to occur in
Delaware. I went to the microfilm archives to find out more. In the local daily
newspaper I found the whole story. First, I was shocked to discover that my
great grandfather had found the initial victim, a nearly dead girl who had been
murdered. The event led to the arrest of George White, who was Black and even
though he had not been formally charged, was incarcerated for his own
protection in the New Castle County Workhouse, which used to stand in Price’s
Corner. The other thing I discerned from a close reading of the newspaper
articles of the time was the possibility that George White was innocent and the
real killer was a stranger referred to as “The Avenging Cowboy,” and who had
conveniently shown up in time to incite a lynch mob. A sidebar article in the
newspaper reported that “The Avenging Cowboy” had taken part of several
other similar incidents around the county, which led me to speculate that he had
been the real killer and that his modus operandi was to commit these crimes and
then to frame an innocent victim. I thought about forming my research, which
led only to speculative conclusions, into a novel. It was then that I said to myself,
“Why bother? I’ll probably have to publish it myself in small numbers as I had
with Poe’s Daughter, Pym’s Soul. Too few people will even want to read it to make
my efforts worthwhile.”
However, the story was too juicy for me to give up, so I perpetrated a
hoax. I invented an unknown Delaware author, who I had purportedly
discovered in much the same manner as I had discovered other little known but
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actual Delaware authors. I invented an author named “Tux Munce,” who had
written a novel entitled Willow Run, which related the story of the lynching of
George White and the activities of the real perpetrator who had got away with
murder. Then I could turn around and report a shorter review of Tux Munce’s
novel. A shorter piece would be more manageable. It would be short enough for
people to read at a single short sitting, and it would be less costly to publish. This
I did, published under the title, “Willow Run,” and told very few people I had
invented “Tux Munce.”
I came clean with the hoax in a booklet,
entitled The Secret Life of Tux Munce. In this booklet, I
“used” Tux Munce to tell the story of some other
events, like the story of how Upton Sinclair’s wife
Meta, while the two where living the free love
lifestyle in Arden, had run off to the bohemian scene
in New York City with the American poet Harry
Kemp. In later chapters of The Secret Life of Tux
Munce, I mixed real life people who’d lived in
Wilmington, like F. Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald, with
lesser known but remarkable residents of the city,
like Weeping Joe Smoleki, who had been written
about in Wilmington author J. Saunders Redding's
No Day of Triumph; and Three Gun Wilson who was
Wilmington’s version of Eliot Ness of The Untouchables fame. I included Daisy
Winchester, who was a local speakeasy proprietor, cabaret singer and local radio
personality, and G. Peyton Wertenbaker, who wrote science fiction for Amazing
Stories and who also sang as Crash Peyton on local radio as Wilmington’s answer
to Bing Crosby. I mixed in characters from novels by local authors John Biggs,
Christopher Ward and Charles Wertenbaker and had them interact with Tux
Munce and other actual people like the Fitzgeralds. Tux Munce carried on his
writing endeavors by publishing stories in Alice Dunbar-Nelson’s The
Wilmington Advocate, during which time Munce was secretly in love with Pauline
Young, Dunbar-Nelson’s niece.
In one of the stories, Munce encounters the Vodou loa Ghedé on the east
side of Wilmington. For The Wilmington Suburban News, in the early 1950s Munce
writes an article about Charles and Eleanor Bostwick, former residents of
Kiamensi Gardens near Stanton, who were driven out of the country by local
perpetrators of the anti Communist witch hunts during the HUAC/Joe
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McCarthy era. In his travels Munce interacts with the tango poets in Argentina
and writes about it in another actual Wilmington publication called CANDID.
Later he writes about his encounter with Zora Neale Hurston during a stopover
in Haiti for another short-lived Wilmington Black newspaper from the late 1940s
called FRONT PAGE. I even inserted people who I actually knew into the mix.
Beside Pauline Young, who I knew, I inserted my grandfather, John Gasser,
former Delaware State Senator Wilmer F. “Rudy” Williams, and Charley Stone,
an elderly Black man from my youth who used to cut grass for some of my
neighbors in Richardson Park. The Secret Life of Tux Munce, I felt, had an aura of
authenticity about it. It might work well as a hoax. I had mistakenly believed it
might have legs –– as is said in the biz.
Writing these stories had been some of the most enjoyable literary work I
‘d ever done. Drawing on both the literary works of authors who had worked in
Delaware, combined with interesting characters they created, along with actual
fascinating people, both famous and obscure, all within the context of our
obfuscated local history was personally rewarding. As it’s turned out, that has
been my only reward. Too bad I felt the need to cloak it in a hoax. Maybe, I
surmised, if the stories had not been attributable to me, people who had known
me might be more willing to read them.
There is a lesson here, however. That lesson is that even with something
as potentially scandalous as perpetrating a hoax, I could not garner interest in so
vital a subject as the literary history of a Delaware, specifically, or interest in a
liberal slice of our cultural history generally.
Perhaps I really am a victim of parochialism, that if a body of work lies
outside the great American literary canon as it is defined by the ivory towers of
academia, then it’s really not worthy of true consideration. Perhaps it deserves to
be belittled as the former University of Delaware professor Augustus Able had
done. Perhaps he was correct as a critic after all and that my work is nothing
more that the work of a mere hobbyist.
Personally, I am a poor man when measured by the kind of wealth most
take for granted. I would not call my neighbors middle class and my annual
income is embarrassingly low. Nevertheless, thanks to my “hobby,” if I am
compelled to call it that only because it provides negligible remuneration, I
possess a wealth that I carry around inside me. It is a wealth that’s uniquely my
own. Evidently it is a wealth that is difficult to share and perhaps not
understood. It is a wealth populated by ghosts. When I walk around the city of
Wilmington, I still see those places haunted by those writers, poets and artists
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who came before me. In many cases those places, like the house where Alice
Dunbar-Nelson lived or the one where the young Wertenbaker brothers lived,
have long ago fallen victim to something called progress. Yet I still see them in
my mind’s eye. I am always aware that I walk the same streets once walked by
John Lofland, Henry Seidel Canby and F. Scott Fitzgerald, to name a few. These
hauntings enhance my acute sense of place in a city where I grew up and where
my ancestors have lived for generations. It is a wellspring for my own creative
energies. As it had been for James Joyce, Wilmington is my Dublin. It possesses a
mythic potential. It is my Yoknapatawpha County. It is the arena for all the
stories I’ve staged in all my unsuccessful stories.
Mine is a vision of a time and a set of circumstances that is superimposed
upon a city that has been, like many others, allowed to decay, perhaps like
Valdemar’s corpse, when it has nothing more to say to those live there. But it still
has much to say to me every time I get off the bus and step onto its pavements.
My desire is that it could say the same sorts of things to others if others chose to
hear. Perhaps if its stories could be told, if its myths could be explored, might we
then appreciate the city enough to grant it a genuine renewal? Might we then
engage in a renewal that is not driven to forget the past in lieu of chasing the
buck of the uncertain future presented by the risk-taking of capitalist aspirations?
I am but a mortal. My meaningful work will most likely fade away very
shortly after I leave this planet. It is only human to want to leave something
meaningful behind. My journey through the discovery of Delaware’s literary
past has been meaningful and rewarding to me, and perhaps to a few others who
will meet the same certain fate as me. If there is no effort to keep the memory of
our literary past, it will certainly fade. The spell will be broken and like
Valdemar’s corpse, Delaware’s literary legacy is certain to decompose rapidly,
and we will return to what has been forgotten.

I’d like to be like a type of reptile
who had without guile
been stuck in a stovepipe
and found it ripe to copy a style.
People call it griping.
Forget awhile lizard, you won’t sipe out
for the human dial forgets too
that I’d like to be like a type of reptile
who had without guile
been stuck in a stovepipe.
–– Steven Leech
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Coming from Shearson Books in July,
a new book of poetry from Joseph Massey

Recently published,
a revised and augmented new edition
of the critically acclaimed collection of poetry
Illocality by Joseph Massey. Available from
Amazon.

